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 About the research analysis， I looked up  two project papers of the past AAD graduate 

students. 

!
 The first paper named: From Appalachia to Oregon: How an FCC decision involving a 

North Carolina radio station is affecting Eugene, Oregon’s public broadcasters and arts 

organizations. 2009 student, Richard E. Gould, under the advisor of professor Rutherford, 

Janice. This article is about how the outside decision will effect the relationship between the 

public ratio and local arts organizations. The paper is under the key elements of 

communication, public radio stations,  arts organizations,  Eugene. Richard used a policy 

which is the Federal Communications Commission warned public station of WNCW-FM 

Spindale, in some ways it change and promote the public station made a profit from musical 

event. And author reviews pertinent and made some interview to collect the information to 

analysis the Spindale Decision’s interaction between public stations and local arts 

enterprises, in Eugene. 

!
 The research focused on Eugene public radio station and art organization.  Also 

researcher study examines on current managerial attitudes toward, Spindale decision’s 

effects partnering public and community radio with the arts.  

!
 Study examining the works of research the FCC affecting Eugene public broadcasting 

and arts organizations, the researcher use several methods which includes data collection, 

questionnaire, interviews,  and participant observation.  

!
 The data collection start with a review of the current literature, second, researcher 

obtained relevant resource from noncommercial radio broadcasting; then, sent E-mail 

questionnaire to Eugene, a public radio station general manager, have some basic 

understanding about the investigate and questions. Next,with a depth telephone interview 

with the vice president of a national community radio broadcasting organization provide. All 

these interview gained the data and information to help finger out the impact of FCC 

decision.  



  

 Research selected two noncommercial radio stations to participate in the research.   

Moreover, researcher contacted with two professional organizations involved. But only one 

responded: Ginny Berson, vice president of the National Federation of Community 

Broadcasters. According to the comparison and analysis, outcome of the study was Spindale 

decision’s affect KLCC, the NFCB which both are the noncommercial radio stations. 

Furthermore,  researcher gained more information about recent FCC decisions. 

!
 Research focus on Eugene, Oregon, data collection get rid of some Oregon’s largest 

noncommercial stations. Moreover,  data gathered participant’s opinions about the FCC’s 

decision. Review the past literature and history was helpful but it might have limitations for 

current situation. From a large scale sample with more investigation between the FCC and 

other public radio station, can gather more significant and exhaustive conclusions. 

!
 The second  paper named: The Roles of Performance Music Professors: How Doctorate 

of Musical Arts (DMA) Students are Prepared to Fulfill the Responsibilities of this 

Profession. 2007 student, Jennifer Sullivan, under the advisor of professor Dr. Patricia 

Dewey. The paper is under the key words of  Music professors/teachers/educators, Roles/

profession/occupation, DMA curricula, Academic job descriptions, Higher education/

colleges/universities.  In order to make better and have highly effective trained the music 

education,  the researcher provided some suggestions and this research start with gaining 

and compiling information, to explain the professor has a important roles in the scale of the 

music performance.  Also used the DMA sample courses  compared with compiled roles of 

professor, utilized the result to improve the DMA programs. 

!
 This study focus on clarify light on the diversity of roles performing highly education 

music professor who perform their jobs through define them in a term. Through gaining 

information to view the benefit from current context. 

!
 The research focus on DMA program in several university, especially in University of 

Oregon. Research according to the written, verbal, and personal experience to definition the 



task of performing higher education. And this study will be a springboard to in-depth 

consider and research. 

  

 The study not only used qualitative but also used quantitative, in these nature of this 

study,  researcher used multiple methods which is contains interactive and humanistic 

approaches.  Researcher provided some additional evidence(Creswell, 2003, p. 181) which 

use the methods including open-ended conversations, review of literature, and other 

document analysis.  The study has been emphasized its a subjective research,  from example 

to example, the result becoming one of possible outcomes. 

!
 The data collection began with a discuss. Researcher listed a series of questions to 

discuss with six professors. These professors all comes from Lane County area of Oregon. 

This is an advantage because these professors were local convenience;  Data collection from 

literature which is printed and electronic resources.  

!
 The conceptual framework start with review the literature, informally conversations and 

personal experiences in this area to revealed the problem statement which researcher come 

up with.  These resources were divided four parts to support researcher’s conception. The 

four categories is  1) Performing, 2)Teaching, 3) Community, and 4) Administration;  

Casual conversation with professors, help to finger out the new trends of activity in these 

four parts. 

!
 This study was indicate the roles of performing music professors are important. Through 

systematically research in four main area of performance, teaching, administration and 

community service to emphasize. By using qualitative and quantitative methods, collect and 

analysis the data, conversation with professors which have local convenience advantages, 

etc. Music in America, even future in the world, are both depends on these professors 

training and teaching who supply the their knowledge to next generation. 

!
!
!
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